
LET ME DO THE MATH FOR BIJOU TILES

Making projects with the Bijou size tiles from Zentangle® means working in miniature. Miniature books are
less than 3” (8cm) in height, width or depth. Working in miniature requires careful selection of paper. Choose
papers that are going to take a crisp fold, be strong enough to support the tiles and that have very little bulk.
Working in miniature also requires more careful folding and you may find that you want to use finer tools. For
example, I use a fine dry embossing stylus instead of a bone folder to score lines when I am working in minia-
ture and I use a delicate pair of finely pointed scissors instead of my usual paper scissors.

Project Cutting Size Notes

Tile Folder 9” x 6 3⁄4”  (23 cm x 17 cm)

Crisscross Folder 18 1⁄8” x 2 1⁄4 ”  (46 cm x 5.7 cm) Use a 1⁄8” (.3 cm) spine

Presentation Envelope 4 circles 2 1⁄4”  (5.7 cm)

Origami Box
Bottom 6 1⁄4” x 6 1⁄4” (15.9 cm x 15.9 cm)

Lid 6 1⁄2” x 6 1⁄2” (16.5 cm x 16.5 cm)

Don’t use a heavy paper and the lid
size may need to be adjusted depend-
ing on paper weight.

Origami Pocket Book 18” x 6 3⁄4” (45.7 cm x 17 cm)

Diamond Reveal 9 3⁄4” x 3 1⁄4” (24.8 cm x 8.3 cm)

Leporello’s Pockets 18” x 6 3⁄4” (45.7 cm x 17 cm)
In Step 5  fold a hem of about 1” (2.5
cm) on the bottom fold up in order to
use pocket.

Tile Carousel 8” x 3 1⁄8” (20.3 cm x 7.9 cm)
Use a very lightweight paper that takes
crisp folds like gelli printed deli paper,
wrapping paper etc.
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Instructions for these projects and more are found

in All Tangled Up by Cherryl Moote. 

This book and many more books on bookbinding

and papercrafting are available through

www.mootepoints.com


